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CHANGE OF NAME

I, Rhys Fernandes, holder of Indian Passport No. 
P6273566, having permanent address at Janata 
Colony, Room No. 58, Worli Village, Mumbai 400 030, 
Maharashtra, India, residing in Kuwait at present, here-
by declare that henceforth by name will be read as 
under Given name: Rhys Surname: Fernandes. (C 5706) 
 
I, Rick Fernandes, holder of Indian Passport No. 
S9736849, having permanent address at Janata 
Colony, Room No. 58, Worli Village, Mumbai 400 030, 
Maharashtra, India, residing in Kuwait at present, here-

by declare that henceforth by name will be read as 
under Given name: Rick Surname: Fernandes Name of 
Father: Joseph Lawrence Fernandes (PP no. U0464436) 
Name of Mother: Angelina Regina Fernandes (PP no. 
Z2110343). (C 5706) 
 
Juan Jeevan holder of Indian Passport No: S4699802 
resident at Salmiya block 12, building No: 33, need to 
split my name, Surname - Jeevan, Given name - Juan. 
(C 5707) 
 

Juana Jeevan holder of Indian Passport No: S4699793 
resident at Salmiya, Block 12, Building No: 33 need to 
split my name, Surname - Jeevan, Given name - Juana 
. C 5707 11-3-2020 
 
I, HUSSAINI DAMORAWALA holder of Indian Passport 
No. Z5185481 & Civil ID No. 271050701299 has 
changed my name from HUSSAINI DAMORAWALA to 
HUSSAINI (Given Name) and BAMBORA (Surname) 
hereinafter in all my dealings and documents, I will be 
known by name of HUSSAINI BAMBORA.  

Thursday’s SolutionDaily SuDoku

Go ahead and make a list today, Aries. 
Powerful emotions are likely to lure you from your current 
path unless you have some sort of concrete plan to fall 
back on. Put idle hands to use by delegating tasks to the 
people around you. You’ll be amazed at the little blocks of 
time you have when you stay on task and keep yourself 
and everyone else around you in motion.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

Sagittarius (November 22-

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 

You could be frustrated by others’ lack of 
commitment today, Leo. You could try to make plans with 
people but they keep changing their minds about what 
they want to do. Perhaps they’re emotionally insecure 
and afraid to take the next step. Don’t let other people 
hold you back. Make plans and stick to them. Other peo-
ple will fall into place accordingly. 

You should be feeling emotionally strong today, 
Virgo, although you could find that an idea runs through your 
head that asks you to slow down and take things once step at 
a time. The internal dialogue could drive you crazy if you 
aren’t careful. The most important thing to do now is simply 
follow your heart. Do what you love to do, and associate with 
the people you love and respect the most.

 Your energy level is high today, Capricorn, but 
don’t let this turn into a head-in-the-clouds attitude. Keep 
one foot firmly planted on the ground, because you may 
need to keep a level head in a work or personal situation. 
Keep in mind that the best way to deal with this is to use 
your positive energy to heal the difficult situation instead 
of letting this difficult situation get you down.

You could think that your life is too boring for 
anyone else to care about, Aquarius. Don’t fall into a well 
of self-pity and convince yourself that there simply isn’t 
enough excitement in your life and never will be. Believe 
that you have the power to cure any such downtrodden 
feeling that you might have at this time. Consider joining 
a spiritual support group where you can honestly share 
your feelings.

In an effort to be the brightest and best star 
on the stage, Pisces, you might actually be driving away 
the most important members of your audience. Make 
sure that you aren’t putting on different masks with differ-
ent people just so you can appease those you’re with. 
Others can see right through any disguise you try to put 
on. Trying to deceive others is simply a sign of disrespect.

If you look carefully today, Taurus, you’re apt 
to notice aspects of people that you never noticed 
before. There could be a frenzy of activity that catches 
you in its net and takes you away. Look to other people 
for guidance as you go along. When you ask for help, 
you’ll get it. At the same time, you’ll learn a great deal 
about the people who end up helping you.

Be careful about becoming too stubborn 
today, Gemini. This is one of those days in 

which you’re asked to build a structure in a very windy 
area. If you insist on using the most rigid materials, you’ll 
find that the structure you build ends up snapping in 
two. If, however, you construct your building with flexible 
materials, it will bend in the wind and last far longer.

It’s a good thing you have a flexible attitude, 
Cancer, especially today. Your adaptive powers could be 
put to the test as you find yourself surrounded by fickle 
emotions and stubborn attitudes. Don’t get too hung up 
on getting straight answers from people today, for they’re 
apt to be just as confused as you about certain issues. Play 
it cool for now and ride the waves easily to shore.

Make the effort to get to a body of water today, 
Libra. Whether it’s the ocean, a river, or lake, the sense of 
expansion and comfort that you’ll find there will be extreme-
ly healing. Know that you are the greatest healer you have 
for yourself and that you have incredible power to share this 
gift with others, too. Augment this healing energy with a 
return to nature.

You may find it hard to connect with your 
emotions today, Scorpio. It could be that it’s difficult to 
find a bit of quiet time when you can really sit down 
and listen to your inner voice. There are distractions all 
around that are pulling you in many different direc-
tions. Keep in mind that these forces aren’t necessarily 
acting in your best interests.

You may find that your heart is bouncing 
back and forth like a tennis ball today, 

Sagittarius. One minute you could be drawn one way, 
while the next minute you’re drawn in a completely dif-
ferent direction. Instead of trying to fight this feeling, take 
advantage of it. Consciously or unconsciously, what 
you’re really doing is exploring.


